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About This Game

The game of bocce (known also as bowls or bocce ball) is an ancient sport that requires skill, strategy and a little bit of luck.
Bocce Revolution allows you to experience the thrill of a great game of bocce by challenging your friends or the computer.

The game is played on a genuine court, belonging to an authentic bocce Club guaranteeing that the emotions of the athletes and
audience will be intensified!

Demonstrate your skills and talent by proving you are the master! You are in full control of your strategy and decisions required
to defeat your opponent.

Bocce Revolution has been created and realized with professional assistance, consultation and design by legendary Italian bocce
Club.

- SELECT YOUR COMPETITION
You have a choice of single-player and multiplayer tournaments. Can you win all challenges and become the ultimate

champion?

- THE REALITY
Your opponent will be determined and possess the skill of an expert bowler. His steady and accurate shots can put you into

serious difficulty.

- CHOOSE THE TECHNIQUE OF PLAY
Perform the approach; throw the ball abovehand, underhand or into the air. Analyze the position of the bowls in the field

continuously during the game and determine your strategy.
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- MULTIPLAYER
Play against your friends in exciting 1vs1 matches

- THE GAME PHYSICS
The Maximum realism of the game is thanks to the latest technology of PhysX by NVIDIA.

- RULES FOR BEGINNERS AND EXPERTS
Choose to play with Raffa of simplified regulations which is suitable for amateur players.

- SPORTS COMMENTARY
The emotions of the match will be described, by the voice and opinion of a commentator, for unparalleled realism.

- MULTILANGUAGE
Bocce Revolution is available in: English, Spanish, French, Italian, Brazilian Portuguese, Russian, and Simplified Chinese.

Copyright © 2015 by Dysotek and ASD Bocciofila Sambucheto. All rights reserved. Dysotek(R) is a registered trademark of
Dysotek. Bocce Revolution(R) is a registered trademark of ASD Bocciofila Sambucheto. NVIDIA(R) and PhysX(R) are registered

trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation and are used under license.
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Considering I racked up over 17 hours of gameplay with Freecell Quest I think it's safe to say that I enjoyed it. However, those
hours were weeks ago and I've barely touched the game since. This is due to the fact that at around the halfway point it suddenly
stops being rewarding and every one of the many, many levels feels like such a slog.

I only managed to unlock 13 of the 36 trophies/achievements, the rest of which would require hundreds of hours to win. I'm
sorry, I just don't have that amount of time. The upgrade system is kinda pointless as the levels cause more damage to you the
further you progress, so the increased health bar makes no difference. The RPG element is nice, but more could have been done
with it. I do like how they've basically turned a free Microsoft game into an adventure, and some the music here is really cool.
They should release a digital soundtrack album. I've contacted the devs about this, but they never responded.

A negative review of Freecell Quest is not justified. I found it very addictive and crafted two badges from the trading cards, but,
as I said, it just stops being fun halfway through. Most certainly worth picking up in a sale if you see it, but there's more
rewarding card games out there.. This is a great game! I've been playing on a keyboard and it took a little getting used to before
finally serving my first meal. After that, I was hooked and I will now get some controllers so that I can play with my wife -
would also like to try with 4 players too. I would suggest to the developer to have an easier mode for keyboard players. Again, a
fantastic game.. In all reality its not that good .. graphics are poor and the game play is meh. amazing game. Graphics are a little
above average. in total its an awsoe game that i cant stop playing!. All my planes now have streamers and a red scarf!

Also i can now use a pistol to shoot down enemy planes. 88\/10. This game is a national treasure and a solid dank meme. 10\/10.
great little physics puzzle game
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This game is just wonderful, simple, and mezmorizing. The combination of music and gameplay makes the game very calming
and yet challenging.. It's a nice casual point'n'click puzzle game. Well worth the price I paid for it. Does not a lot of fine tuning,
though,. gt;be me
>buys this game at 11 am in the morning
>plays for an hour or so
>mom tells me to go to bed early because i have to wake up at 6 the next day for practice
>checks watch
>9 pm
> o h. Lightweight but with enough strategy to stay engaging. Like an arcade version of Mount and Blade. Fun little game!.
Facsinating point 'n click period piece with an atypical setting and art style that holds up well through the ages. This is the stuff
most adventures games dream of. I need more wine.
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